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Across
2. Distrusting or disparaging the motives of 

others.

6. inexperienced and immature

8. Showing reluctance, especially when 

incinsere or affected, to reveal one's plan or 

opinions, make a commitment.

12. full of, characterized by, or due to zeal; 

devoted or diligent

13. grimly mocking or cynical

15. Completely puzzled or confused

16. to confuse, bewilder, or perplex

18. full of spite or malice; malicious

19. difficult and much debated; problematic

22. childishly sulky or bad tempered

23. lacking in self-assurance, courage, or 

bravery; easily alarmed; shy

25. overly concerned with minute details or 

formalisms, especially in teaching.

26. a feeling of intense longing for something

27. not showing or reverence, especially for a 

god

28. capable of burning, corroding, or destroying 

living tissue.

29. Charaterized by or expressing derision; 

mocking

Down
1. characterized by lack of seriousness or sense.

3. Astute or sharp in practical matters

4. intentionally harmful; spiteful

5. The voters are too complacent to change the 

government.

7. showing a willingness to take surprisingly 

bold risks; daring;brave

9. having or displaying a friendly and pleasant 

manner

10. Assert one's will over another in an arrogant 

way.

11. obtained,done;secret or unauthorized

14. well meaning and kindhearted;humanitarian

17. sluggish,inactive;lifeless

20. filled with or characterized by a lively 

energy and excitement.

21. got and humid; oppressive; muggy

24. relating to or causing inflammation of a part 

of the body

Word Bank
Impious Caustic Inflammatory Cynical Frivolous Exuberant

Bewildered Amiable Benevolent Callow Lethargic Derisive

Zealous Vexed Yearning Timid Petulant Sultry

Audacious Complacent malicious Coy sardonic Spiteful

Shrewd Domineering Surreptitious Baffled. Pedantic


